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1. The Textiles Committee held its second meeting from 18 to 19 December 1974.

The Committee considered the following subjects.

(a) accession by Paraguays

(b) the report of the Technical Sub-Group on documentation;

(c) the question of notifications of new restrictions imposed

on non-participants;

(d) the annual review of the operation of the Textiles Arrangement;

(e) the membership of the Textiles Surveillance Body for the year 1975.

2. The Chairman, in his opening remarks, said that the present meeting vas being

held at a time when the textiles sector generally was encountering serious difficulties.

When the authors of the Arrangement mentioned in the Preamble, a year ago, "the

tendency for an unsatisfactory situation to exist in world trade in textile products

they were indeed, and unfortunately, shoving foresight. The textiles sector was

indubitably facing difficult problems that affected all its activities and all who

depended on them, be they exporters or importers. The Arrangement and the procedures

provided therein would be put to the test in the coming months. He, however., vas

convinced that all parties to the Arrangement would unite their efforts to overcome

present and future difficulties in a spirit of constructive co-operation and in

observance of the provisions of the Arrangement to which they had subscribed.
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3. The Chairman then referred the Corn.itt c e to dopum. ent C0.I EX/h igiving the

status of acceptances of the f rr.nm;e: ent ;s of 10 Decembor. H_ iriformed th;

Committee that Polcrid h.d.. i.l the menti. ratiried its acceLPtanco of the

Arrangement, and urced those participating. countries which had not yet donc so to

credited their ratification procedures.

(a) Accession by Pargay

4. ThE Chair-mtn r..cnl1cd that the cor!iualicri-tion which hthad recciv^.d frora the

Government of P:ra-..uay c-xpressinc, its diesirc t^ accede tc thn iArrangei:nt under

Irticle 13(2), had boon circulatec. to th. mnîerbers of the Corw.ittet in document

COMI.TE1X/w/i1)h. T.his article provided for the accession of a government not party

to the GCTT on ters tlo be agreed betv«ecn that government and the participating

countries. Referring, the Cormittte alse to the ?rcedure established by it in the

case af non-contractîng parties wishing to acco<lc ta theY Atrraemcntt, hc- noted

that the Goveram.ent of ar-atuay had complied th. rewith' in its request for accession

5. The application for accession by Parzagpuy was warriy welcomed by the Comm-ittee.

The Governme'nt cf Par.auav was. thor.cfore, invited to rend î. l-tter to the Director-

Gcneral of GATT as t;hi depositary of the Arrinsement., confirming its notification

for accession with reference to the decision taken by the Coimn-ittce. The eff-ective

date of Paraguuays provisions accession. to the ARrrangement would bc. the d.te on

which this letter was received by the Diractor-General.

'See report on the first ueeting of thc Committe in ?Iarch 1974 COM.-TEX/2.

2in its roqu2st, Paraguay mcntiono;d that the accession wiil be subject to
ratification. Paraguay will aprPy the Arrangement on a de facto basis as from
the date of provisional accession.
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6. The representative of ParaIuay, wh.o was present at this meeting as an

observer, reiterated his Governyent's accentce of the obligations under the

Arrangement, and its determination to remain faithful to a policy of free trade.

His Covernument would soon address a formal letter to the Director-General as

requested . and would. expedite its ratification procedures.

(b) The report otf the Technical Sub-Group on textile clocur-.entation

(j) S> ofni esdf clothing statistics

Y. The nairman of the Teclinical Siib-Group on textile documentation reported on

the woxrk of- the Sub--Grr'r and put Thrward the recommendations made in paragraphs 14

a.ndl.5' of its repDri; (Col-.-TX/3) for the estapblishmeit of a. scheme of regular

reporting of textile ar.d clothing statistics.

8. Th3 :ecor",m:ndations made by the Technical Sub-Group were fully supported.

However soeue re-resentatives indicated that at this stage it would be difficult

lor th.e te slipplt're necessary information in the required*detail or periodicity,

but that every effort wouid be made to coniply with the recommendations to the

max:riuri eiteir; possible according +o the abilities of national statistical offices.

Adhere wasS :gcrecemnt, tilere'ore, on the need for re-examination of the statistical

reporting scheme a-fter two years with a view to assessing its adequacy and the

progress mad- in terms of comparability of data. Should, furthermore, the need

arise, the secretariat would be available to assist. delegations or technical riatters.

LThis was received on 23 Decerber 1974; consequently. the provisional accessior
of Paraguay became effeI2ive as of that date (see document COMI.TEX/W/14/Add.1).
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9. The Committee then agreed that all participating countries be invited to

supply the necessary information recognizing, that difficulties of a technical

nature might occur ir. certain cases, and that the statistical reporting scheme

be re-examined after two years.

(ii) Reporting on adjustment assistance measures

10. The Chairrman. of the Techiiical Sub-Group also noted that on the question of

documentation regarding measures to facilitate adjustments, the Sub-Grouc felt

that it was not technically competent to make specific recommendations,, and left

the matter to the Textiles Committee to indicate more specifically the nature and

form of this reporting.

11. There was agreement that participating cou-ntries should provide to the

Textiles Committee information on adjustment assistance measures in order that the

Committee could carry out the tasks required of it under Article 10(2). There

vas also a general agreement that the information contained in the Textiles Study

(L/3797) on this matter should be updated.

12. The ensuing discussion was based on a draft questionnaire which the secretariat

prepared as one way of bringing up to date the information in the previous Textiles

Study. In the course of the discussion, reservations about specific questions

contained therein were made, and certain views were expressed as to the country

coverage.. It was felt that further study of this questionnaire vas needed. It

was also noted that the analysis by the Committee of information provided by

participating countries should be made in the light of the objectives, aims and

principles of the Arrangement.

1See COM.TEX/3,, Section F, page 11.
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13. The Committee then irvited participat;- countries to give further

consideration to this matter, ard particu.hriy to the draft questiorraire. They

should inform the secretariat of such further views by the erd of February.

On receipt of these views and, after such further consultations as .might be

required, the secretariat should be instructed to proceed with the collection of

such additional information as would permit the undatirg of the material contained

in the 1972 Textiles Study and brcaden, where necessary, its coverage. The

updated information should be available for the rext annual review by the

Committee.

(c) 'Notificato af cw restrictions im o o arti

14. The Chairman recalled that the Comnittee had been requested by the Textiles

Surveillance Sody te) consider the question of the notification b-y all parties to

the Arrangement of -newb.ilateral agreements and restrictions imposed on

non-participants. The request by the TS3 w.as set out in paragraph 18 of its

report to the Commtitee (COM.TSX/S3/44').

15. The Chairman of the Textiles Surveillance Iodv in his statement which is

1reproduced in fuill in document COi4.TEX/Wv/16 , explained the rationale behind this

request, and reiterated that the TSB had regarded such notifications as highly

desirable and nccessarJ in safeguarding the equity benefitss for participants, and

that all members thereof had agreed to supply suchi information.

16. i'ost cmurtries agreed that such notifications should be made available to

the TS3. It was noted that though the provisions of the.Arrangement centaired no

explicit iegal obligation for the reporting of such measures, the Comnittee wras

empowered in terms of Article 10(2) to request participating countries to furnish

-This document will be annexed to the firal version of this report.
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such information. Some countries, however, stated that it would be difficult for

them to provide such notifications without the consent of their trading partners,

particularly in cases of bilateral agreements that were not restrictive in

character. In this respect, it was pointed eut that if any party failed to

notify a restraint agreement entered into with a non-participant, it would be

difficult to determine whether any discrimination had taken place. It would thus

not be opera to a country which did not notify agreements to argue discrimination

against it.

17. Following its discussion, the Committee endorsed the view by the TSB that

the notification of new restrictions and new bilateral agreements imposed on

non-participants was highly desirable and necessary in safeguarding the equity

benefits for participants implicit in Article 8, paragraph 3, of the Arrangement.

18. The Comrmittee, therefore, requested all parties to the Arrangement to

submit such notifications to the TSB. Those countries which found it difficult

to notify such measures were invited to reconsider the situation and make every

effort in the negotiations to seek the consent of their trading partners with a

view to acquiescing in the Comimtted's request.

(d) The annual review of the operation of the Arrangement

19. The Committee then proceeded to review the operation of the Arrangement as

required of it under Article 10(4). To assist in this review, the Committee

had before it, as provided for in this Article, a report by the TSB or its

activities during the period from 23 April to 15 November 1974.
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20. The Chairman of the. Textiles Surveillance BodLj introduced its report and

updated it in the light of the discussion which took place in a subsequent

,meeting of the TSB held on 4-6 Decenber 1974.1 In the course of th.e discussion,

he cor.firmed certain understandings and gav-e clarLficatioiis oni specific points

sought frori him.

21. A large r.urnmbr of representatives expressed appreciation of the report of

the TSB ard of the statement Dby ltJ Chairman. Th.y n oted with satisfaction that

the TSB had settled dcvn to its task in a business-like mariner and had evolved

useful and effcctiv&e'rcrcedur.Ds for the d.ischarg cof its functions. Its work

during the 2uniing-in period had bcEr conducted in a most useful and

constructive -..ain a situation with ma.5y disturbi.ng economic tendencies. Givor.

the Droserît world zoe:tlle cituatior., ard the wayv in 1,which the situation

manifected it^,e!.t i- irlLïîaual cou:l-rLes, mranyr representative freaffirmed the

imnportance thc.y attached > the r'oJ.e of tie TSD and urged that it be encouraged

to continue îts wrrok effcotivcly.

22. The m.ain points rhich emercoû ji. course o.-:c thue discussion under this

iter, are broug't. a;oget.: end set ouïnt br4efly hercunlcr.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~23. Ref-rence wvres..adsck +,t tho satfisfactory settlemnnt 1iy the TSB cf a

particular ca:o ;,rcl; ccfor< it. : -ra ;`nped that. iri dealing with disputes

referred t.c it, t;ho 'SBBw;oul,.3 ontinuv- !so17ave its -ood offices to facilitate

scund ard equite.blc solutions.

24. Tke ideline" the TS3hînJ nidoptcd for equity in treatment were generally

supported'. heP.vie.w exprosed, 11-owe-er, that it -wctld have been preferable

if the TSB member ccLicern;-d had ceeçln cxcludEled during the recommendation stage

1See COM. TEX/W^v/L6(

2See CON.TEX/S3/30, Annex il.
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of the deliberations, or even if he tock no part at all in the consideration by

the TSB of such a dispute; thus, leaving it to a spokesman of his country. The

Chairman of the TSB confirmed that the practical effect of' the TSB guidelines was

to ensure that both TSB members and non-meribers were treated completely equally

throughout the deliberations, including ary preconsultation processes which might

be necessary. Attention was aLsc, drawn to the consajtation procedures adopted

by the TSB with respect, to Articles 3 and 4 n.otifications, itf the review of an

agreement took a course which called into question :the policy of a party thereto.

25. As regards the reilew by th? TSB eftof notificatiors submitted to it under

Articles 3 and 4 of the Arrangement, it was confirmed t}2at such a reviewr wfas

carried out by the TSB on a case-by-case approach, havirg dure regard to the

procedure established by it for these notifications:. In this connexion., it was

pointed out that these notifications should not establish any precedent for the

negotiation of new bilateral agreements under Articlo 4, or for the subsequent.

review by the TSB of such agreements. The point was aiso made that it would be

open for the TSB to revert to timearntter, esne^iaily ir those cases where

differences of approach te bilateral agreements proved tc be damaging to a

party's interests, e.g. by deflectior cf trado. In such cases, any party would

be entitled at any time to have recoUrse to the Drovisions of the Arrangement,

bearing in rmind the need for equitable treatment of participatir.g countries

referred to in the Arrangemert, and particularly inr Article 4(2).

26. It was noted that in the course of the year there had been actions taken

by some participating countries that had reflected a lack ff full appreciation

of the new régime. These had been brought under close and critical scrutiny

: See COM.TEY/SB/35, Annexes A and B.
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by the TSB. Thus, in some instances, changes resulted, or undertakings were

given, indicating a gradual acceptlice and realization that the Arrangement was

designed to achieve liberalization, and not restriction of trade in textiles.

27. Reference was made to the discussion initiated by the TSB on the concept of

market disruption, and to the differences in views on certain elements thereof.

It was, therefore, suggested that further efforts should be made by the TSB,

with a view to clarifying this key concept.

28. It was widely stressed that textile industries throughout the world were

experiencing serious difficulties, and these threatened to become even worse in

the near future. A number of developed and developing countries referred to

social as well as economic problems they were facing in the textile sector.

Mention was made inter alia of a decline ir. activities, closures, unemployment,

increases in stocks, bankruptcies and pressure on prices. The social, economic

and ultimately political consequences were all the more accentuated when sudden

surges of imports tended to concentrate on narrow ranges of sensitive products.

Attention was drawn to the disruptive effects the introduction of restrictions

might cause in the exporGing countries.

29. It was recalled that when the Arrangement was under negotiation, the

volatile nature of the textile trade had been very much in the minds of the

authors. If the objectives for which the Arrangement was concluded were te be

fullfilled, there was a need for all participating countries to refrain from

taking restrictive measures .which could triggera chain reaction, and to pursue

the liberalization of existing restrictions. Many representatives urged these

participating countries required by Article 2 to take actions designed to

eliminate their existing restrictions to live up to the letter of their

obligation thereunder, and report such actions to the TSB before the deadline

of 31 March 1975.
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30. Referring to the elimination of existing restrictions, the representative

of Romania recalled, that the Protocol for the accession of his country to GATT

provided that contracting parties still maintaining quantitative restrictions

inconsistent with Article XVIII should not increase the discriminatory element

in these restrictions, undertake to remove them progressively and should have

as their objective to eliminate thembefore the end of 1974. Should this agreed

objective not be achioved,and ior exceptional reasons should a limited number

of restrictions still be in force as of 1 January 1975, the parties would examine

them. with a view to their elimination. He added that the protocol did not

justify the restrictions and should not, therefore, rule out the provisions of

the Textiles Arrangement being applied to their elimination.

31. It was observed that, while recour-e had been had to the Arrangement on

the ,rounds of avoiding market disruption, not muchevidence had been provided

of the progress made towards the achievement of the main objective, i.e. the

liberalization of trade in textiles. in this connexion, it wras pointed out that

the Arangement should be scan, not only as giving a guarantee against unjustifab1e

restrictive measures, but also as enabling necessary actions te be taken rapidly,

effectively and fairly.

32. Despite the difficulties encountered by the domestic industries, certain

countries reported that the theyhad been able to remove some of the existing

restrictions or to bring; others into conformity with the Arrarngement, thus

providing an expanding access to textile produces. They would continue to do so

and to withstand pressuresthus honouring their commitments under the Arrangement.
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33. It was recalled that exports of handloom fabrics of the cottage industry

and made-up products thereof. were excluded irom the provisions cf the Arrangemenlt.

Ne-otwithnstanding this, restrictions on certain products continued to be maintained

by one Lnporting country. In tais respect, divergence of opinion was said to

exist as to whether or not electric sewing machines might be used in making

made-up cottage industry articles. It was, therefore, sugested that it would

be useful if a precise definition of such products could be made by the Textiles

Cormittee or the Textiles Surveillance Body.

34. Reference was made by an iinportirn country tc the problem. of circuxnvention

by transhipment and third country transactions. In order to solve this probleri,

the iriiporting country concerned had introduced the so-called T!back-to-backt

licensing system! whereby import licences were issued upon presentation of export

licences.

Tariff auotas on textiles by- Australia

35. In the course of the review of the operation of the Arrangement, many

delegations ccMmented and expressed concern about the reuent introduction by

Iustralia of tariff quotas on a number of textile goods. It was stressed that

all goverrrents should adhere to existing procedures and notify without delay

any modifications in their cox.mercial policies. It was remarked that the

Australian measures had not, as yet, been officially notified to the CGNTiAUTITG

PAkiTI:rS to GATT, nor to -the parties Ito the Textviles Arrangement. This situation

was all the more regrettable in view of the increasing pressures on many

governments to have recourse to protective measures in the textile sector.
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36. The representative of Australia stated that his country did not believe

that the Textiles Committee was the forum for discussion of tariff action. he,

however, outlined the following events for the information of members of the

Committee: on 5 December 1974, his Government announced action by way of tariff

quotas on acrylic apparel yarn, knitted man-made fibre fabrics and terry towels,

following its consideration of the report of the Textiles Authority. This report

concluded that in order to overcome serious damage to domestic producers of the

specified goods, there was a need for more restrictive measures than those

provided for under the Textiles Arrangement. The restraint measures permitted

under the Arrangement to remove market disruption were, in some circumstances,

potentially disruptive levels. The total value of imports of textiles and

clothing items referred to in this report increased by about 80 per cent in the

year July 1973 to June 1974, compared with an average annual growth rate of

about 15 per cent in the two preceding years. This increase was from an already

high base, and airports accounted for an estimated 55 per cent of market supplies

in 1972/73, rising to about 65 per cen in 1973/74.

37. A major reason for the increase of imports into Australia was its reliance

in the past on the tariff, and thegeneral absence of restraint agreements to

protect domestic producers which was normally practiced by other textile importing

countries. Since the increase in imports had been particularly high, the

permissable restraint levels would, therefore, perpetuate the disruptive situation.

This would be contrary to the basic objectives of the Arrangement.

¹The report has been publically released, and is available from the Australian
mission. Public statements by the Ministers concerned will also be made available.
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38. Thus, with a view to removinC the disruptive effects, the Aulstralian Textiles

Authority concluded that it would be necessary tc reduce the airports of the

goods concerned below the level recorded inr the base period, and that the most

appropriate measures in this instance were tariff quotas. Such measures were

entirely consistent with leustraliats oôligations under the GATT and in no way

inconsistent wi-th its menbership of the Textiles Aran.ement.

39. Subsequently, on 9 Decern.oer 1974, the Governmrent announced that, as a result

of decisions taken on reports of the Industry Ys Assistant Commission, tariff

quota arrangetiernts would also be applied to imports OI nylon and polyester yarns,

woven man-miade fibre fabrics and fo'.mdation'garments. In describing the

circumstances a,,ainst which these decisions were made, he referred to substantial

increases in ir.ïports, and the adverse effect of these on employnent and the

policies introduced by the Governrient for the restructurin, of the industry.

40. Tne Australian Covernment liopedtat. ,Tis tari'f action wculd reduce imports

to non-disruptive levels L"rom which, over the next year, it might ue possible to

negotiate restraint arran.le;oents. The tariff action related ta import duties

which were unbo!nd, and was consistent wi-th Akastralîats rights under the GATT.

41. In concluding, the representative of Asstrallasaid that if it was considered

that this action should be the subject of fLurther discussion, then Australia

believed such discussions shottld be undertaken -in the GATT Cooncil.

42. k7noniS the mnan points raised concernlil the statement of the representative

of 4Astralia was that of the co-peternce of the Textiles Cornmittee to deal with

this matter. In thris con:îexion, it was recalled that the measures were taken
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with the express purpose of cutting back trade to levels substantially below

those which would have been possible through the application of the provisions

of the Textiles Arrangement. Moreover, these tariff quotas would have the sar.e

effect as import quotas, and could even be more prohibitive than quotas established

under the Arrangement since thre latter were negotiated and, therefore, mutually

acceptable and not arbitrarily qiposed. Thus, these measures would undermine

the objectives of the Arrangement, and could cali into question its effectiveness

and value.

43. It was also pointed out that these niasures constituted an important

development in textile trade and, therefore, there was a need for precise

information thereon to be notified to the Textiles Cornmittee. With reference

to Article:9(1) of the Arrangement, the opinion was expressed that the Australian

tariff measures were to be regarded as "'additional trade meas-u-res" referred ta in

this Article and should, therefore, be examained by the Textiles Comm..ittee.

44. The view was expressed that any participatin, country when considering

restrictive measures in the textile s'-ctor should bear in mind, first and

foremost, the provisions of the Arrangement. GATT rules were not irmpaired in

any way by the Arrangement, but it should be considered that the Arrangement

applied ta all measures outside the normal GATT safeguard procedures which were

designed to restrict normal trade flows, regardless of the m.eans employed towards

this end.
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45. Attention was drawn in the Comrmittee to the adverse effect these measures

right have on exports of the textile items for I;hich tariff quotas had been

introduced. One representative stated that of the six itens in question, his

country was the principal supplier of five items.

46. The representative of kastralia -ave certain clarifications sought froa

him in the course of the discussion, and stated that the coaments made in the

Committee would be brought to the attention of his authorities.

47. The Chaïrnan notcd that Australia was prepared to take this matter up at

the GATT Go-uncil, and welcomed the fact that the Australian authorities would be

informed oa the discussion on this subject, as well as the request for the

examination of the measures by the Textiles Cor.mîittee. h1ie pointed out that some

merabers of the Textiles Comnittee wiere not contracting parties to GATT,, and

drew attention to the fact that t'îe Textiles Arrangement provided for consultation

proced-res in Article 9 t+rerEof. Tese procedures were open to all members of

the Textiles Coar-ittee9 both. contracting and non-contracting parties. In case

of divergence of viel. as to the interretatior or application of the Arrang2ment,

the matter might be referred to t11t- Textiles committee for its opinion as

provided for in .tirticlo 10(3).

48. The rE-presantative of Australia reserved 'lis dolCgationTs position as to

whether they would regard it as appropriate to engaQe in consultations in relation

to a tariff matter under Article 9 of the Textiles Arrangement.
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Reporting to the GATT Council

49. Following its discussion, the Committee addressed itself to the question

of reporting on the review to the GATT Council as required by the provisions of

Article 10(4). The Committee agreed to a suggestion put forward by the Chairinan

that, after the draft report prepared by the secretariat on the xaeeting of the

Committee being approved, a copy,, Oa this report, or those portions therein

relating to the review oaE thne Arran-erent, together with a copy oaf the report

by theTSB,, should be transmitted by the Chairmran oa the Textiles Cormnittee to

the Chairiman oa the GATT Council.

(e) The membership of the Textiles Surveillance boad for the vear 1975

50. The Chairman recalled that the Textiles CormIttee at its meeting in March 1974,

had decided that the first term of the TSB membership would be limited to the

running-in period endin-, 31 December 1974. having regard to the tasks conferred

upon this Body, and in the light oi' past experience, the Chairman drew attention

to the criteria which., in his view, should be borne in Mind by the Comr.ittee when

considering the meembership for 1975. in the :Cirst place, niermbers were expected

to be available at short ai..ce and to devot-e .n:.ch oai their time to the activities

involved. The TSB was considered as a standing body. secondly, the members

designated should be highly qualiified and conpetent in thie domain of textiles

trade policy. Fi-nally, rmbers werre expected to work as a coherent tearn for the

common good.
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51. ETe Chaiman., referring to the consultations which had been held regarding

the membership, proposed that the TSB for the year 1975 should be composed

of members designated by the following parties: Brazil, Canada, jC, Hop£ hong,

India, Japan and the Jnited States. The eighth seat, a tripartite one, would be

shared by the Philippines,, Austria and a third developing exporting country to

be narmed later when the status of definitiveacceptances of the Arrangement

wïas more complete.

52. Tne Chairman said that Poland had been proposed for membership of the TSB

during 1975, sharinE in the tripartite seat. There had been a wide measure of

support for this proposal, but for reasons connected with the question of overall

balance in representation, it had not been possible to reach a consensus. The

Chairman, therefore, requested the Cormmittec seriously to keep in mind the

candidacy of Pcland for the 1976 ter cf the TS3.

53. The representative o? i'oland welccred the statement by the Chairman, and

said that a crucial element in the concern felt by his country was the

interpretation put by Soriie parties to the Arrangemnent on the notion of "balanced

and broadly representative erIibership'T. TMis practically prevented other parties

from taïking- a seat on tne TSB, not only at the present ti,7ne but also in the

future. While appreciative of the work of the TSB, and fully confident of

its members for the year 1975, ho said that it would be understandable if his

Government was to looki at soaIe of the T3b's recommendations with hesitance due

to the absence of representation thereon cy a Socialist country. He noted with

satisfaction that there was a widc understanding, amonil participating countries
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that their claiMn was fully justified, and urged those parties cGncerned to

reconsider their position.

54. The representative of Hunj arv maintained the position his Governmrent liad

taken rewarding the T1SB at the first meratJn, of the Corurittee in ?viarch 1974.1

As to Lnmary1s:sutture position concerning the TSB and its candidacy for membEr-

ship thereon, this would depend on t ofeffectiveness and objectivity of the TiB

when dealing; with questions re1atin; to Hungarian interests.

Date of next meDtîn,.n

55. At one sta?,e in the discussion, ït was suggsted that the Comrrmittec should

agree on a rrieeting, to bc held iin the sprin,. -owwver, it was decided to leave

this matter open. and the Chairr.-an would fi.x the date of' taoe next -meeting after

consultations with dcel,2atioas.

i 61,,,e COM. T,- r"/2ep a!£;:-I 6.


